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O1 GENERAL REMARKS

The WISO Research Lab is a central part of the University of Hamburg’s Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences’ infrastructure.

Every member of the WISO Faculty and, on request to the lab management, other members of University staff and external parties may use the Research Lab, insofar as these Terms of Use are agreed to in writing, and the fee determined by the Regulations for Calculating Fees for the WISO Research Laboratory is paid.

Signatory for the purposes of these Terms of Use is the dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Social Sciences, represented by the head of the WISO Research Lab.

User, for the purposes of this agreement, is the party conducting a project in the WISO Research Laboratory. A Terms of Use Agreement must be made between the head of the party using the Research Lab and the head of the Research Lab governing the project to be carried out.

O2 TERMS OF USE

1. Fees are charged for use of the Experimental Lab and the Telephone Lab to cover the costs of their operation. These fees are governed by the Regulation for Calculating Fees for the WISO Research Lab.
2. The User is responsible for verifying and determining that the Research Lab is suited to the intended use. The User is obliged to comply with confidentiality requirements.
3. Users of the WISO Research Lab must comply with currently applicable laws, in particular the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and relevant ethical standards of academia.
4. Eating, drinking, and smoking are strictly forbidden in the Research Lab. All technical equipment must be handled carefully.
5. The User must be trained in the conditions and operation of the Research Lab by a staff expert, and confirm that the Research Lab is suited to conducting the project. A member of staff trained in the use of the Research Lab system (supervision / technical support) must be present at all times while the Lab is in use to ensure functionality. This staff member is provided by the Research Lab, at the User’s cost.
6. Administration of the participants in the experiments is carried out exclusively via hroot (Hamburg registration and organization online tool). This includes recording the individuals who have taken part in specific experiments. Where participants are recruited from outside the hroot system, their information must subsequently be recorded in the system.
7. The use or presentation of incorrect or misleading information is not permitted in experiments conducted in the Experimental Lab. This includes in particular the dissemination of inaccurate or inappropriate information during the experiment by those conducting the experiment.
8. Test subjects in the Experimental Lab are granted a bonus payment for punctuality or an incentive payment. For more details, see the appendix to the Terms of Use for the WISO Research Lab.
9. The head of the lab only, or WISO IT as contracted by the head of the lab may install required software.
10. Other deviations from these rules are possible only with prior negotiation and written consent from the lab management.
O3 TIMES OF USE

1. WISO Faculty members have priority to use the Research Lab over users from other Universität Hamburg faculties and external users.
2. The use of the Experimental Lab for research purposes has priority over teaching purposes.
3. Use of the Research Lab must be reserved with the staff at least 6 weeks in advance.
4. If there are simultaneous requests to conduct several different experiments or surveys at the same time, a review will be undertaken to determine whether the Research Lab can be shared. Otherwise, priority is given to the experiment or survey financed by funds administered through Universität Hamburg for which the first request was submitted, where applicable. Lab management will decide in the event of any conflict.
5. Where a previously registered use cannot take place, this must be communicated immediately to the Telephone Lab staff, at least 10 days before the reserved time, to enable the time slot to be given to another project. Failure to inform the Telephone Lab staff may result in a non-use fee pursuant to the Terms of Remuneration for the WISO Research Lab. If you can prove that a recruitment drive initiated in good time has been unsuccessful, you do not need to make any payment.

O4 MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Statutory provisions shall apply unless otherwise provided for in these Terms of Use. Alterations and additional provisions to these Terms of Use must be made in written form.

If individual terms or provisions of these Terms of Use be or become invalid or unenforceable, this shall not affect the legal validity and enforceability of the remaining terms and provisions. The invalid term or provision must be replaced by a suitable substitute regulation.

The regulations in the appendix to the Terms of Use for the WISO Research Lab can be enacted separately by the Office of the Dean.

These terms of Use becomes effective on 15 April 2021 according to the resolution adopted by the WISO office of the dean on 13 April 2021.
APPENDIX TO THE TERMS OF USE FOR WISO EXPERIMENTAL LAB, 15 APRIL 2021

As effective by 15 April 2021

1. Test subjects who arrive on time, but are not required due to the overbooking process necessary to ensure a full turn out, will be paid EUR 5.00 (“punctuality reward”).
2. On average, payment amounts to at least EUR 12.00 per hour and test subject (“incentive payment”). The amount of the incentive payment varies according to the risk to and assumption of such risk by the test subject. Minimum payment may not be less than EUR 0.00.
3. Payment exclusively in kind (chocolate, ice cream, etc.) is not permitted. Payment in the form of vouchers (e.g., Amazon, cinema, ...) with a value corresponding to the value set in 2 is permitted.
4. For documentation purposes, a copy of all expense receipts and experiment instructions must be provided to the Research Lab in both electronic and hard copy.